Rating Process Overview

Who We Are
Fitch Ratings is a leading global rating agency
dual-headquartered in London and New York.
The representative office for Central & Eastern
Europe is located in Warsaw, Poland. With its roots
dating back to 1913, the agency’s main objective
is to provide the world’s financial markets with
independent and prospective credit opinions.
Our credit ratings cover corporate, sovereign,
bank, insurance, and public finance entities and
their debt issuance, as well as structured finance
securities. Fitch Ratings provides an opinion on the
relative ability of an entity or transaction to meet
financial commitments such as interest payments,
repayment of principal, insurance claims or
counterparty obligations.

Ratings Overview
Ratings are expressed by the appropriate symbol
according to an established and approved scale.
They are the result of the comprehensive analysis
of not only an entity but also of its environment.
Ratings are used by investors, business partners, banks
and other financial institutions as an indication of the
likelihood of receiving payment in accordance with
the terms on which they invested or plan to invest.
The terms “investment grade” and “speculative grade”
have established themselves over time as shorthand to
describe the categories ‘AAA’ to ‘BBB’ (investment grade)
and ‘BB’ to ‘D’ (speculative grade).

These terms are market conventions, and do not imply
any recommendation or endorsement of a specific
security for investment purposes. “Investment grade”
categories indicate relatively low to moderate credit risk,
while ratings in the “speculative” categories either signal
a higher level of credit risk or that a default has already
occurred.

What ratings can provide…
 Enable better access to debt capital markets funding
 Broaden investor base, aid tighter pricing
 Enable benchmarking to peers
 Demonstrate transparency and discipline
 Enable lowering guarantee costs
 Enhance credibility in business environment

What Fitch Ratings’ ratings are not …
 Recommendations to buy/sell or hold a security
 Defined on the basis of probability of default
 Audits
 Due diligence
 Assessments of the possibility of fraud
 Second guesses of events yet to take place
 Commentary on pricing of bonds relative to ratings
 Volatile
Ratings are based upon information obtained directly
from issuers and other sources Fitch Ratings believes to
be reliable. The agency does not audit or verify the truth
or accuracy of such information, and has undertaken
no obligation to audit or verify such information or
to perform any other kind of investigative diligence
into the accuracy or completeness of such information.
If any such information should turn out to contain
misrepresentations or to be otherwise misleading,
the rating associated with that information may not be
appropriate and Fitch Ratings assumes no responsibility
for this risk.

Fitch Ratings’ credit ratings do not directly address any
risk other than credit risk. In particular, ratings do not deal
with the risk of a market value loss on a rated security due
to changes in interest rates, liquidity and other market
considerations.
Ratings may be changed, qualified, placed on Rating
Watch or withdrawn as a result of changes in, additions to,
accuracy of, unavailability of or inadequacy of information
or for any reason Fitch Ratings deems sufficient.

Rating Products Overview

Description and
Application

Private Point in
Time Rating

Private Monitored
Rating

Public Rating

Rating Assessment
Service

Confidential point in
time rating output

Non-public financing
transactions

General corporate
purposes

Assessment of given
scenarios, not a rating

Supports all financing

Transaction specific
e.g., Acquisition or
disposal

Distribution

Can only be shared
with a company’s
advisors

Can only be shared
with a limited number
of parties

Published on Fitch
website

Can only be shared
with a limited number
of parties

Monitored

No. Point in time
opinion as of the
date of the rating
committee

Yes. Ongoing
monitoring

Yes. Ongoing
monitoring

No. Point in time
opinion as of the
date of the rating
committee

Output

Confidential rating
letter

Confidential rating
letter

Full report

Confidential rating
letter

Public Rating

Private Point in Time Rating

A public rating is a view of an issuer’s ability to service debt
in a timely manner and is intended to be comparable across
industry groups and countries. Fitch Ratings’ corporate
ratings make use of both qualitative and quantitative
analysis to assess the business and financial risks of issuers
and of their individual debt issues. A rating uses a published
rating scale, and fully considers all of the relevant information
available to Fitch Ratings from public and non-public sources.
The issuer will be provided with a full report on completion
of the rating and the rating will be monitored.

The information required to complete a private point in
time rating is the same as that required for a full public
rating and the rating process is also the same but the
rating is not publicly available, and can only be shared with
the company’s advisors. Notification of the rating is by
confidential letter only and is not monitored.

Timing: Depending on quality and availability of information
provided by the issuer, and how soon a management
meeting can be arranged, a public rating takes four to eight
weeks to complete.

Timing: Four to eight weeks, as per a published rating.
An entity can subsequently choose to have a public rating.
If this decision is made within 4 weeks of receiving the
private point in time rating, it does not need to go back
to committee.

Private Monitored Rating

Ratings Assessment Service

The information required to complete a private monitored
rating is the same as that required for a full public rating
and the rating process is also the same but the rating is
not publicly available, and is intended for limited disclosure
only. Notification of the rating is by confidential letter only
and will be monitored.

The Fitch Ratings assessment service is an assessment
for companies that are considering one or more strategic
transactions or corporate initiatives. Fitch Ratings analyses
the proposed transaction and provides the company with
a confidential rating letter, as well as a detailed explanation
of the rationale and analysis. The ratings assessment
service analyses the effect of potential scenarios on the
company’s credit rating, including:

Timing: Four to eight weeks, as per a published rating.
An entity can subsequently choose to have a public rating,
and as the rating is monitored it does not need to go
back to committee.

 Capital restructuring
 Divestitures and asset sales
 Mergers and acquisitions
 Privatisations
 Securitisations
 Stock buy-backs
The ratings assessment service can be provided for an
existing rating or for an entity not currently rated by Fitch.
Timing: A ratings assessment service takes approximately
four to eight weeks to complete.

Mandate to Publication – The Ratings Process Explained

Professional
service

Step 1

Initiate rating process
-- Primary and back-up analyst assigned
-- Determination of whether additional industry analyst expertise is required
-- Analysts represent a range of backgrounds including banks, insurance
companies, investment houses & financial departments of major companies

Step 2

Collect publicly available information
-- Company financial & operational statistics
-- Reports filed with regulatory agencies
-- Industry & economic reports
-- Other data & insights

Step 3

Perform pre-analysis & request non-public information, if appropriate
-- Information provided directly by the issuer, arranger, sponsor or other
involved party
-- Can include background data, forecasts, feedback on proposed analytical
research & other communications

Step 4

Prepare detailed questionnaire
-- Prepare main topics for discussion & key questions
-- Establish detailed agenda to ensure productive dialogue

Step 5

Hold meeting with entity management & other stake-holders
-- Face-to-face meetings, site visit and/or tele-conference, when appropriate

Step 6

Perform in-depth analysis

Thorough
pre-analysis

Independent
perspective

Industry

- Political
- Economic growth
- Sustainability of
fiscal & monetary
policies
- Strength of
external finances
- Public sector
domestic &
external debt

- Trends
- Structure
- Market size
- Market conditions
- Growth potential
- Competition
- Technology
- Operating risk
- Regulatory
- Supervision

Company &
Business Strategy

- Competition
- Market position
- Keys to success
- Size
- Operations
- Management
- Strategies

Financial Analysis

- Asset quality
- Capital adequacy
- Liquidity
- Cash flow
- Debt profile
- Leverage
- Earnings
- Profitability

Step 7

Draft report

Step 8

Hold ratings committee
-- Committee members review package
-- Information considered
-- Consensus decision on appropriate rating, including, where appropriate,
a Rating Outlook or Rating Watch designation
-- Minimum size for committee is four analysts
-- Committees frequently include analysts from outside the immediate asset class,
sub-sector or geography since peer analysis is a central element of the process
-- Committee considers relevant quantitative & qualitative issues

Step 9

Assign ratings, write & publish commentary
-- Ratings actions explained
-- Commentary distributed
-- Report written & distributed, if appropriate

Step 10

Conduct ongoing surveillance
-- Continual review of market events
-- Formalized periodic review
-- Continuing evaluation of industry issues & macro economicconsiderations

Transparent
methodology

Ongoing
surveillance

Country risk

Central and Eastern European Contacts
Corporations and Infrastructure:

Financial Institutions, Structured Finance
and Municipalities:

Mirosław Dudziński – Senior Director,
EMEA Business & Relationship Management
T
+48 22 338 62 83
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E
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